Welcome to BMJ Open, an open access journal for peer reviewed research from all medical disciplines and therapeutic areas. We are delighted that many authors have already chosen to submit their work to BMJ Open, allowing us to launch the journal with a good variety of international research. Although the editorial team is based in the BMJ Group’s offices in London, this is a truly international journal with an editorial advisory board from around the globe.

BMJ Open is a natural home for research that is funded by organisations and institutions such as the US National Institutes of Health, the UK Medical Research Council, and the Wellcome Trust because it complies with their mandates to make all research openly accessible. In addition we transfer the full text of published research articles to PubMed Central without embargo and we ensure that authors retain copyright for their work.

We publish all types of research about clinical science, clinical practice, health policy, healthcare delivery, medical education, and research methodology. Publication decisions at BMJ Open are based on the scientific and ethical soundness and transparency of the research, and whether it deserves publication, rather than on its apparent interest to any particular readership.

BMJ Open is happy to consider robust research that journals with defined readerships, including the BMJ and other BMJ Journals, might decline for editorial reasons. This includes studies with research questions that are not necessarily new but whose answers can reinforce practice, policy, or research (for example, by replicating previous research in a country with fewer resources, another healthcare system, or different epidemiology). We also welcome more preliminary or only locally relevant research if it raises good questions and is cautiously interpreted; protocols and pre-protocols (articles discussing provisional but interesting study designs); and early phase and post marketing studies from the pharmaceutical and devices industries.

Many such companies have pledged to publish all their research, but they often struggle to find journals willing to publish non-definitive studies. At BMJ Open we believe that publishing such studies, ideally with open access, is essential both for ethical reasons and for completing the research record. So we are pleased to consider industry-sponsored or -conducted studies and, whenever possible, we will facilitate sharing of their accompanying raw datasets.

Indeed, we strongly encourage all authors to share additional and raw data with due respect to research participants’ privacy, and we are keen to endorse the policy of the Wellcome Trust and other major international funders of public health research to increase the availability of research data. As BMJ Open develops and grows we will work with authors and with data deposition experts to make these processes easier.
BMJ Open posts manuscripts’ previous versions and signed reviewers’ reports alongside accepted articles. We do this to help readers understand publication decisions, to reveal the efforts that authors make to revise their articles, and to give reviewers due visibility and credit as well as accountability. This also affords reviewers the opportunity to include their reports in portfolios of continuing professional development and allows learners to see how peer review works. In recognition of reviewers’ vital work, we will offer to reduce the article processing charge by 25% for any BMJ Open reviewer who provides a timely completed review and whose own article is subsequently accepted within a year.

We also offer discounts or waivers on a case by case basis to authors with limited resources, particularly those in low- and middle- income countries covered by the Hinari Programme for Access to Health Research. And authors’ ability to pay article processing charges does not influence publication decisions, because they are not levied until after an article is accepted.

An article’s life extends well beyond publication of course, and users of the site can rate articles, comment on them through the Disqus blog-style system, or submit e-letters. Coming soon we will also be publishing article-level metrics to show use and interest.

Many of these features are firsts for the BMJ Group’s journals and we are excited to be in the vanguard of attempts to bring greater transparency and interactivity to the publishing process. Naturally the journal has a presence in the blogosphere, on Twitter and on Facebook, so you can let us know what you think.
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